Gold Picture Frames: 5 Stylish Designs
+ DIY Gold Frame Tips
Are you looking to spruce up your home without spending a fortune? Gold picture frames are a
trendy and versatile option for frame collages, statement pieces, and more.
In this post, you’ll find five product picks along with DIY tips for creating your own frames. Read
on to find gold picture frames that are perfect for your home decor preferences.

Top 5 Gold Picture Frames
1. Kate Aspen "All That Glitters" Gold Frame

If you want a small gold picture frame that really catches the eye, this Kate Aspen design is
perfect. The petite frame fits a 2.5 by 2.5-inch photo, and the size of the frame itself is 3.5 by 3.5
inches. Made from gold resin and dusted with stunning gold glitter, it’s excellent for trendy
statement pieces.

2. Rustic and Refined Design Solid Wood Made in USA Picture Frame with
1 Inch Border
If you enjoy modern minimalist designs, this pick from Rustic and Refined Design will catch your
eye. The 4.5 by 4.5-inch frame is made from sturdy solid wood, and the thick one-inch border
features a classic gold finish.
The frame holds a 2.5 by 2.5-inch photo or flat item, so it’s another great choice for holding
keepsakes. Each frame is handmade, so you’ll see subtle natural markings from the solid wood
that is used.

3. Gift Garden Friends Gift Gold Vintage Picture Frame

If you’re a fan of vintage interior decor, you’ll adore 5 by 7 gold picture frame. The vintage
design has a classic European feel, and it’s very elegant with a polished gold finish.
Each frame is hand-painted to further enhance the unique style of genuine vintage decor. This
frame is ideal for a mantlepiece or home office, but you can make it work anywhere you’d like.

4. Imperial Frames 5 by 7-Inch Gold Molding with Floral Designs

Imperial Frames offers many eye-catching photo frames, and this gold floral design is no
exception. Vintage meets modern with sleek, solid wood, detailed trim, and a gold gesso finish.
The frame is available in sizes ranging from 4 by 6 inches to 16 by 20 inches. The standout
design makes this pick perfect for statement pieces anywhere in your home.

5. Philip Whitney 5x7/4x6 Rose Gold Geo Frame

Rose gold is an iconic hue that’s popular on the runways, home decor, and more. This Philip
Whitney adopts the trend for its stylish modern frame.
The frame has a multi-angled geometric surface that’s abstract yet sleek. A high-shine metallic
finish further adds to the ultra-mod vibe. This visually appealing frame is a great pick for any
room with a contemporary design theme.

DIY Gold Picture Frames
If you’re feeling crafty, you can easily create your own unique gold picture frames. All you need
are some inexpensive plain frames and gold paint(s) that suit your taste.
There are dozens of different paint finishes to choose from, so you can mix and match for the
ultimate DIY look. Our favorite picks are:
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Martha Stewart Multi-Surface Metallic Spraypaint in '33001 Rose Gold'
Prima Marketing Finnabair Art Alchemy Acrylic Paint in 'Opal Magic Rose/Gold'
Rust-Oleum 1910830 Metallic Spray in 'Gold'
DecoArt Dazzling Metallics 2-Ounce Emperor's Gold Acrylic Paint
Krylon K03801A00 Glitter Blast in 'Golden Glow'
FolkArt Extreme Glitter Acrylic Paint in '2771 Gold'

Acrylic paint is perfect for adding fine details such as text or border designs.
Spray paint is an excellent choice for even application, but it can be messy and often emits
harsh fumes. Make sure to use spray paint in a well-ventilated area, and wear disposable safety
masks and rubber gloves.
Takeaway
Anyone can implement the gold picture frame design trend in their home. Even the most
high-end styles are available at affordable price points. From kitschy to classic, there are frames
to suit any taste.

